Hello,
The sun is shining, cottages are bustling and the beaches are busy! Summer is in full
swing and we are enjoying every minute of it!
As many of you know, this year the RaeLipskie Team is excited to be celebrating our 30th
anniversary. We are very proud of this milestone and we look forward to sharing a look
back at our wonderful journey over the past three decades in the coming months. Take a
walk down memory lane with us here!
Don't forget to follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn to stay up to date with the latest
financial trends and The RaeLipskie Partnership news.
Sincerely,
The RaeLipskie Partnership Team

Monthly Market Data & Commentary
Powell’s Paltry Put
Economic data has been experiencing a generally softening tone of late. This was
reflected in second quarter U.S. GDP for example, which tapered to a 2.1%
annualized rate from 3.1% in the first quarter (that said, the 2.1% value exceeded
expectations for the quarter of 1.8%). The Eurozone has been a particular area of
weakness with the PMI Manufacturing Index there dropping to well under the neutral
50% level, and ECB President Mario Draghi commenting that the outlook was getting
“worse and worse”. Within that broad context, markets had priced in cuts in the U.S
Federal Reserve Board’s Fed Funds rate – with the emphasis on cuts. This is the socalled Powell Put, whereby the market expected Fed Chairman Jerome Powell to

“protect” the U.S. economy by cutting rates to the extent needed to maintain noninflationary growth. Somewhat perversely though, when Powell came through with
just a 25 basis point cut (0.25%), based on the Fed’s belief that the U.S. was
sufficiently stable that no further stimulus than that was needed, the market sold off.
Perhaps another case of “Buy on mystery, Sell on history”!
Overall though, equity markets had a reasonable month in July. Although the TSX
Composite only advanced marginally as the Energy and Healthcare (cannabis)
sectors traded off, global markets did better over the month, with the broad-based
U.S. S&P500 Index for example advancing 1.9% (in C$) and the MSCI All-Country
World Index gained 1.0% in the month.
Trade and tariff discussions continue to be a concern for the markets, although the
general tone of the U.S./China discussions seemed to be improving – until President
Trump announced an additional surprise 10% tariff. This issue has been impacting
economic growth and creating uncertainty for investors and business managers
alike. Thankfully the service component of the global economy continues to chug
along, keeping major economies in expansion mode.
Its not all gloomy news though, as Canada’s economy continues to perform well in
2019, with GDP growth expected to accelerate in 2Q, and the flow of economic data
surprising to the upside.

Maintaining Your Lifestyle Into Retirement

'Decumulation' is not a word that is familiar to most people, but it is one every retiree
has to live with. 'Decumulation' is the stage in life when you stop accumulating assets
and begin to unwind them. An example is when homeowners decide to downsize to
a condo or apartment from their family home.
Read more here.

In The News
The Globe and Mail
shares why wealthy
people need to follow a
budget too.
Read the article here.

How safe is it to keep

more than $100,000 in
one savings account?
Find out from Money
Sense here.

Around the Office

Dave Brune and his wife Kelsey welcomed their first child, a son Jack, in mid-May.

Leslie Stallard is back from a circumnavigation of Iceland that crossed the Arctic
Circle.

In Our Community
The Food Bank of Waterloo Region: This summer, thousands of kids won’t have the
comfort of knowing where their next meal will come from. The safety net of school
programs providing breakfast, lunch and snacks will be gone. The Food Bank's goal
is to raise ½ million meals by August 31, giving peace of mind to struggling families
and filling the hearts and bellies of kids in our community. Learn more here.
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The RaeLipskie Partnership provides discretionary fee-only portfolio management for high net
worth individuals, endowments and charities.
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